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Abstract
How insolvency courts handle conflicts is an important aspect of the Directive on preventive restructuring frameworks and it has become more
important in the current COVID-19 crisis, as a result
of which insolvencies are or will be on the rise. Insolvency courts are one of the key actors that can impact
the length and costs of conflicts, and, consequently,
the effectiveness and efficiency of insolvency proceedings. However, there is a lack of empirical research
that examines when, why and how insolvency courts
prevent actual or potential conflicts. This article
reports the results of an empirical study that explored
the strategies used by insolvency judges in the Netherlands to resolve conflicts and to prevent a dispute
from becoming one. The results show that insolvency
courts deploy “under the radar” mediation-like strategies to prevent actual and potential conflicts involving
insolvency practitioners, enhancing the speed and
cost-effectiveness of the winding-up of cases in the
perceptions of stakeholders. Consequently, insolvency
judges do not only act as adjudicators in court pro-
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ceedings, but also take on mediation-like roles, at least
in some jurisdictions. Limitations and challenges of
these roles are discussed. The findings of this study
are relevant for determining and regulating the roles
and tasks of insolvency judges.

1 | INTRODUCTION
Conflicts in insolvency cases, like in other areas of the law, are likely to lead to lengthy legal
proceedings. This hampers an efficient and timely winding-up or restructuring of the estate.
One of the actors who can have an impact on the length and costs of conflicts is the court. The
issue of how insolvency courts handle conflicts has been recognized in the Directive on preventive
restructuring frameworks, second chance and measures to increase the efficiency of restructuring,
insolvency and discharge procedures (“Restructuring and Insolvency Directive”).1 Title IV of the
Restructuring and Insolvency Directive contains a number of rules referring to the role of insolvency courts, which aim to improve the general effectiveness and efficiency of insolvency procedures in terms of duration and costs.2 From this, we derive that the EU legislator assumes courts
play an important role in providing a quick, flexible and low-cost insolvency procedure.
The importance of the role that courts play can be further illustrated by the attention, the
concept of mediation has received, in general but also in the context of insolvencies. Mediation,
which is a distinctive type of alternative dispute resolution (ADR), can be defined as a:
“facilitative process in which disputing parties engage the assistance of an impartial
third party, the mediator, who helps them to try to arrive at an agreed resolution of
their dispute.”3
The European Union encouraged mediation in civil and commercial matters by introducing
the Mediation Directive in 2008,4 because of the:
“cost-effective and quick resolution of disputes in civil and commercial matters
through processes tailored to the needs of the parties.”
and because of the assumption that:
“agreements resulting from mediation are more likely to be complied with voluntarily and are more likely to preserve an amicable and sustainable relationship
between the parties.”5
Pursuant to the Mediation Directive, which scope is limited to cross-border disputes,6 mediation can be ordered by the court and the role of mediator can be assumed by a judge who is
not responsible for any judicial proceedings concerning the dispute in question.7 Interestingly, in
various jurisdictions, both inside and outside the European Union, the role of judges has evolved
from merely being an adjudicator, to becoming more actively involved in a mediation-like role to
prevent or resolve conflicts in these cases – also in cases assigned to them for adjudication.8
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The attention to the mechanism of mediation can also be observed in the field of insolvency
law. In the Netherlands, for example, the court of Amsterdam launched a pilot study on mediation in insolvency matters in 2012. In this pilot study, the investigation focused on whether
mediation in disputes that arise during an insolvency procedure as well as disputes that have
led to an insolvency procedure may lead to a swifter and more cost-effective resolution of these
disputes, which disputes would otherwise have led to litigation or to the opening of an insolvency
procedure.9 In this pilot study, the mediators were experienced court mediators with a background
in insolvency law.10 A similar pilot study was also initiated by other district courts in the Netherlands, including the court of Rotterdam.11 The latter pilot study showed that mediation processes
were completed in 1–8 months, which is considered faster than regular in-court legal procedures.12
Delays in these mediation processes were caused by conflicting agendas of the parties involved.13
Mediation in insolvency matters has also received attention in other Member States.14
While previous (empirical) research revealed that civil judges have adopted a more active
role by applying mediation-like strategies in order to solve conflicts and settle court cases,15
thus far, however, no empirical evidence is available regarding how insolvency judges respond
to actual and potential conflicts in order to enhance a quick and cost-effective winding up or, at
least, to prevent delays and to prevent escalation of disputes. However, improving the duration
and reducing the costs of insolvency procedures requires insights into how insolvency judges
operate when dealing with conflicts (actual or potential), relying on empirical research rather
than on case law. This article addresses this knowledge gap. It reports the findings of an empirical study that analysed blockages, strategic behaviour and best practices of insolvency courts in
relation to cases of winding-up in insolvency. In this study, responses frequently raised the
point that judges use their position to de-escalate in conflicts to which the insolvency practitioner is a party. The research focuses on the Netherlands, which represents a model in which
the court has the active task of supervising the insolvency practitioner.16 By analysing the actual
and potential conflicts judges face and the strategies to de-escalate conflicts, this article seeks to
understand the mechanisms that allow or prevent insolvency judges to intervene when it comes
to reducing or preventing conflicts to which the insolvency practitioner is a party. This analysis
is particularly interesting, as insolvency courts in these models do not only act as adjudicators
in court proceedings, but also conduct supervisory tasks over the insolvency practitioners. Consequently, the findings are not only relevant to the Netherlands, but to potentially every legal
system where insolvency judges perform supervisory and/or mediation-like activities.
The structure of this contribution takes the form of five sections. In order to have an understanding of how insolvency courts usually operate in conflicts, this article first provides a
description of the institutional role of the court in insolvency cases in the Netherlands
(Section 2). This is followed by an explanation of the methodology of the empirical study that
examined in which way insolvency courts in the Netherlands exercise discretion to de-escalate
conflicts (Section 3). The results of this study are subsequently reported (Section 4). The analysis
is followed by a conclusion (Section 5).

2 | THE ROL E O F I N S OLVEN CY J UDGE S I N T HE
N E TH E R L A N D S
The Dutch Bankruptcy Act (Faillissementswet) (“DBA”) plays a central role in Dutch insolvency
practice. This act originates from 1893 and has since undergone only a number of (minor)
reforms.17 The objectives of the insolvency procedures provided by the DBA distinguish
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between winding-up (Faillissement) and debt rescheduling (Surséance van betaling and Wet
Schuldsanering Natuurlijke Personen). Both liquidation and restructuring can take place under
the DBA.18 In practice, the insolvency practitioner will explore possibilities to rescue a company
or parts of it. If deemed feasible, the company is restructured. If not, it will be liquidated. The
analysis will include both liquidation and restructuring efforts under the DBA. This will be
referred to below when using the term “insolvency procedure.”
The Netherlands does not provide for a judicial system in which only specialized courts are
competent to handle insolvency cases, but instead there is a system in which this competence
belongs to all 11 district courts.19 Within each court, chambers exist that specialize in commercial
cases, including insolvency cases. It is within these chambers that teams are formed of insolvency
judges dealing (procedurally) with insolvency cases. Nevertheless, the rotation system requires
judges to move to a different department and a different area of the law after a certain period,
normally every 5 years, which can prevent judges from obtaining the necessary expertise.20
As indicated in the introduction to this contribution, the Netherlands represents a model in
which insolvency judges have a dual role: an adjudicator's role and an active supervisory role.
Although the court indeed does provide supervision over the insolvency procedures, the role of
the court itself in these procedures remains limited. It is limited to taking certain decisions,
including the opening of the insolvency procedure, the appointment of the insolvency practitioner and the supervisory judge (Article 14 of the DBA), the suspension and dismissal of the
insolvency practitioner (Article 73 of the DBA) and the termination of the insolvency procedure
(Article 16 of the DBA). The task of supervision has been vested in the supervisory judge:
“The supervisory judge supervises the management and winding-up of the insolvency estate” (Article 64 of the DBA).
In turn, the task of management and winding-up has been assigned to the insolvency practitioner (Article 68[1] of the DBA).21 The supervisory task has been further specified by the DBA in
a way that the insolvency practitioner needs authorization or approval by the supervisory judge for
certain actions, including, for example, termination of an employment contract,22 a private sale of
assets instead of a public sale23 and commencing legal proceedings on behalf of the estate.24
The question arises as to what the supervisory role entails when a dispute occurs during an
insolvency procedure. As already mentioned, this contribution focuses on conflicts to which the
insolvency practitioner is a party. What the role of the supervisory judge entails is dependent on the
type of conflict. We can distinguish a conflict revolving a claim against the insolvency estate, a conflict over a claim of the estate and conflicts revolving around the management of the estate (Article
69 of the DBA). The following three subsections will discuss the role of the supervisory judge in
these three types of conflicts. This discussion is, however, not aimed at providing an exhaustive
overview of the various types of conflicts in insolvency procedures, but are merely clear examples
where conflicts might arise involving both an insolvency practitioner and a supervisory judge.

2.1 | Claims against the estate
If a creditor argues they have a pre-insolvency claim against the debtor, (s)he has to submit that
claim to the insolvency practitioner for verification in order to be eligible for payments from the
proceeds. The insolvency practitioner provisionally recognizes that claim if (s)he does not have
objections to the existence or amount of that claim. If then no other creditor disputes (the
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amount of) the claim, the verification meeting establishes the validity of the submitted claim,
meaning that the creditor in question will share in the proceeds.25 The insolvency practitioner
will dispute the submitted claim if (s)he has any concerns regarding the existence of the amount
of that claim, which may give rise to a conflict with the creditor.26
The Dutch Bankruptcy Act provides for a mechanism to resolve such a dispute (Article
122). Pursuant to this mechanism, the supervisory judge has to make an effort (at the verification meeting) to achieve a settlement between the disputants. If the conflict over the claim
against the estate cannot be resolved by a settlement, the supervisory judge will then refer the
conflict to legal proceedings before the court.27 In view of the definition of mediation
established in this contribution, it could be argued that the supervisory judge has been assigned
with a task that includes a “light” form of mediation.28 We refer to this practice as a light form
of mediation, as its application is limited to the verification meeting.

2.2 | Claims of the estate
The role of the supervisory judge in relation to conflicts around claims of the estate against
third parties is rather limited, since (s)he has only to decide on authorizing the insolvency practitioner to start legal proceedings on behalf of the estate.29 For example, disputes between the
insolvency practitioner and the debtor may revolve around liability. The interviewees provided
various examples of conflicts in which the (board of) directors of an insolvent limited liability
company were held personally liable by the insolvency practitioner.
The insolvency practitioner has a range of legislative bases at his or her disposal to hold the
board of directors – or an individual director – of a company jointly and severally liable. The
insolvency practitioner may, inter alia, hold the director(s) liable towards the company for
improper management on the basis of Article 2:9 of the Dutch Civil Code (“DCC”)30 or, under
Articles 2:138/248 of the DCC,31 (s)he can hold the director(s) liable towards the insolvency
estate for the improper performance of tasks, if it is plausible that the improper performance of
tasks is an important cause of the insolvency.32
Thus, if the insolvency practitioner wants to start litigation to claim damages from the
director(s) of the insolvent company, (s)he needs authorization from the supervisory judge.
Once the supervisory judge provides such authorization, the proceedings are brought before the
competent court.

2.3 | Management of the estate (article 69 of the DBA)
Conflicts can also arise in the context of the management of the insolvency estate (Article 69 of
the DBA). Pursuant to this provision, creditors, the creditors' committee and the debtor (or the
debtor's representatives)33 can challenge any act of the insolvency practitioner with the supervisory judge or instigate an order from the supervisory judge that the insolvency practitioner
should perform a specific act or should refrain from an intended act. Nevertheless, these acts,
both the acts challenged as well as the acts instigated, must fall under the insolvency practitioner's legal task to manage and liquidate the insolvency estate.34 This provision puts the insolvency practitioner under the control of those in whose interest he has been appointed,35
meaning that it aims to provide the aforementioned actors with a simple and quick instrument
to influence the management over the bankrupt estate.36 Article 69 of the DBA determines that
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the supervisory judge has to take a decision within 3 days. When taking a decision in an Article
69 procedure, the supervisory judge effectively acts more as an adjudicator than as a supervisor.
The confluence of the supervisory role and the adjudicatory role in Article 69 procedures
has been criticized in the Dutch legal literature. The criticism revolved around the appearance
of partiality of the supervisory judge. Partiality can become an issue when the supervisory judge
takes a decision regarding an Article 69 request without hearing both sides of the argument,
but by making use of non-public information and information from informal (preliminary) consultations with the insolvency practitioner.37 This raises the question to what extent the supervisory role can go hand in hand with another role, such as the adjudicatory one.

3 | METHODOLOG Y O F TH E E M P I R I C A L S T UDY
The study, whose results are reported here, was part of an empirical research project that
aimed to identify obstacles, best practices and possible strategic behaviour of relevant key
players in relation to the role of courts competent in insolvency cases. The qualitative study
consisted of an interview study and the conducting of three focus groups. The interviews were
semi-structured, following the three themes of the project (obstacles, best practices and strategic behaviour).38 The interviews were conducted with 32 key-players in the insolvency process. The majority of the interviewees were insolvency/supervisory judges (6) and insolvency
practitioners (12). Additionally, interviews were conducted with insolvency specialists working for the tax authority (Ministry of Finance) (2), a bank employee (1), insolvency specialists
working for the Dutch Employee Insurance Agency (UWV) (7) and insolvency law professors (4).
Each theme was briefly introduced to the interviewee and was followed by a question to
report the most prevalent thoughts about the specific topic, allowing the interviewers to further explore that topic. The focus groups were aimed at reflecting on the results of the interview study. Three focus groups were held at three different locations in the Netherlands. In
total, experiences from eight different district courts were collected.39 All interviews and focus
group sessions were recorded and subsequently transcribed (all participants were informed
about the recordings and agreed to the recordings).40 The transcriptions were sent to the
interviewees for them to indicate whether certain information should not end up in the
reports or publications. The transcripts were coded, after first dividing the texts into the three
main themes (obstacles, best practices, strategic behaviour). Additional labels were created
and assigned per theme, which was an iterative process. Software (ATLAS.ti) was used to
assist in analysing the qualitative data. The findings per theme were systematically analysed,
meaning that all answers per sub-topic were inspected and general impressions were
formulated.

4 | M E D I ATI O N I N PR AC T IC E
4.1 | Results
In the interview study, 15 (out of 32) individuals raised the view that supervisory judges apply
strategies to prevent conflicts other than through adjudication.41 This section discusses the
essential facets of this mechanism on the basis of evidence from the empirical study. The aim of
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this section is to describe when, why and how supervisory judges deploy mediation-like strategies or activities in practice.

4.1.1

|

Types of conflicts

The question may arise as to what types of conflicts de-escalation strategies are applied.
One might immediately think of the typical conflict over a claim against the estate.
We previously discussed the “light” form of mediation that supervisory judges deploy during
the verification meeting. The interviewees, however, only reported examples in which the
supervisory judge mediated outside the verification meeting. The lack of examples could be
explained by the pragmatic approach of insolvency practitioners and supervisory judges towards
cases of winding up in insolvency, where the approach entails the vast majority of cases being
wound up without a verification meeting.42
There is thus no evidence that supervisory judges mediate during the verification meeting;
nonetheless, in the examples provided by the respondents, the supervisory judges exercise discretion when it comes to resolving conflicts or preventing possible conflicts concerning claims
against the estate. A reported example of such a conflict is one in which a financial institution
claimed to have collateral security rights on the debtor's assets.
“A few years ago, I had an insolvency case in which the insolvency practitioner
and the bank had a major discussion about how it should go with the sale of a large
business and the proceeds from that sale […] the insolvency practitioner and bank
just got stuck in their dialogue. The nice thing is that you actually get a kind of
request from both of them like ‘Can you play a kind of mediating role in that?’ In a
certain sense, that is of course also your job as supervisory judge, but you can also
say all sorts of things […] very formally and you can say to the insolvency practitioner like ‘You have to do this and that,’ but in such a case you can also try to get
such a conversation going again and to get people talking again and then you are
trying to get lawyers here in [anonymized] […] back in conversation. So in that
sense, there are quite a lot of forms of informal action that are nowhere [described
in the law], but that can help to resolve such a dispute, conflict, problem - whatever
you want to call such a situation.” (Interview quote 13:10).
Furthermore, supervisory judges do not only apply this mechanism in conflicts over claims
against the estate, but also in conflicts on behalf of the estate. A dispute may, for example, arise
between the insolvency practitioner and the insolvent debtor. In this context, one of the interviewed supervisory judges reported:
“If [the conflict] is between the debtor and the insolvency practitioner, then you
often have to draw the conclusion: ‘Look, the debtor does not have […] a big role in
insolvency, other than that he has to tell the truth and has to provide information.’
So, I mediate in [conflicts with the debtor], but I'm not going to arbitrate.”
(Interview quote 18:17).
As previously discussed, disputes between the insolvency practitioner and the debtor may
revolve around liability. The interviewees provided various examples of conflicts in which the
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(board of) directors of the insolvent limited liability company were held personally liable by
the insolvency practitioner. Rarely will a director agree with the insolvency practitioner about
the grounds for personal liability, resulting in conflicts in which parties may not reach agreement short of litigation. Supervisory judges reportedly mediate in these conflicts, an example of
which is:
“It was a situation where things had gotten completely out of hand between
the insolvency practitioner and the director of the bankrupt company.
This then becomes an argument between the director's attorney and the insolvency
practitioner, while the director's lawyer is also an experienced insolvency practitioner. Then I asked the parties if they wanted to come to the courthouse offices to
discuss under my direction a number of problems and to make at least agreements
on future communication.” (Interview quote 27:29).
As already discussed in Section 2.3 of this contribution, conflicts can also arise in the context
of Article 69 of the DBA. One supervisory judge reported that Article 69 requests are being
made quite frequently:
“Articles 67 and 69; you could almost say that we [the judiciary] are no longer
doing anything else.” (Quote Interview 18:16).
Interestingly, the supervisory judge reportedly also aims to de-escalate in conflicts that loom
in Article 69 procedures. Such a conflict may lead to an impasse between the insolvency practitioner and the applicant. Instead of taking a formal decision upon the Article 69 request, the
supervisory judge thus tries to break through the impasse by applying soft skills.
“Sometimes there has been an Article 69-request and then you [the supervisory
judge] try to break through the impasse that arises [due to the Article 69-request].
What you do is by having a discussion; you try if you can work things out with the
parties and so come to an agreement. Sometimes the two parties just cannot figure
it out themselves, and then they add a third person - that is the supervisory judge to see if they can break through the impasse. If that does not work, then it will just
stop […].” (Quote Interview 21:25).
The Article 69 procedure is also triggered to request information from the insolvency practitioner. The Dutch Supreme Court ruled that a right of information follows from this provision,
since (according to the Dutch Supreme Court) it is inevitable to have information when exercising the rights provided for in Article 69 of the DBA.43 A conflict may thus arise if the insolvency
practitioner refuses to provide this information, in which case the supervisory judge aimed to
de-escalate the conflict:
“He [the creditor] has made requests to me, because he thinks that the insolvency
practitioner does not give him sufficient information and he thinks he is entitled to
it. I have not yet interpreted that request as a 69 request [Article 69 DBA], but I did
say: ‘Come and talk.’ So […] the insolvency practitioner and this attorney [of the
third party] will come to my office to look if we can work it out in a different way.”
(Interview quote 10:46).
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4.1.2

|

9

Objective of de-escalation

In view of the concept of mediation, it could be evident that the ultimate goal is to prevent or
avoid litigation. Reportedly, the question as to why supervisory judges deploy techniques to deescalate conflicts is, in line with the concept of mediation, to prevent litigation and, thus,
unnecessary delays:
“[…], bottlenecks [between the disputants] are detected much more quickly and
you can say much faster [that the insolvency practitioner] is in it too deep and […]
has to take a bit more distance. It is just good for the settlement of the dispute.
Things are not prolonged unnecessarily and they don't enter into a legal procedure
unnecessarily if things can be solved much earlier in a conversation.” (Interview
quote 1:42).
“[…] just to keep it practical. To achieve practical solutions. To prevent us from
ending up in endless procedures.” (Interview quote 10:69).
“It may then turn out that board members made [improper] payments just before
insolvency or that they have done their job improperly and all those things more,
and that they possibly could be held liable for all that. Well, then you can say
‘Okay, I agree with the insolvency practitioner, so he can litigate [about that].’ That
is one possibility and then you will just go look if there is something like redress
that can be sought from the director. What I like about our work is that you have
the opportunity - and I […] make use of it - to [say]: ‘Well, let's first see if we can't
work it out in a conversation.’ The insolvency practitioner will also try to do that in
the first instance, but he might get stuck there. My approach is very often that
before an insolvency practitioner is allowed to litigate at all, that I [first] say ‘let's
[…] try to work it out in a conversation [with the parties],’ in which I then can play
a role.” […] playing the mediating role entails, of course, that you ensure that people can reach a solution by themselves, and then [the dispute] is over, because then
they have no appeal or something like that and they cannot go anywhere else [with
the dispute]. Then the problem is gone - at least they can move on again. […]
Anyway, that is what I feel about the profession of a judge, that the more you succeed – and, of course, that is not possible in every type of case - to persuade people
themselves to achieve a solution with your help, the better. Then the case is over:
dispute is resolved […]. Then there is no higher appeal and you no longer have to
[go on with the dispute]. So, I think that is a very important task for a judge, also
in general […] we can actually contribute a great deal in this regard. […].”
(Interview quotes 13:8 and 13:11).
“[…] There are also insolvency practitioners who you get to know as ‘biters,’ but
who therefore do not easily come to solutions. That just costs a lot of money. Then
you see afterwards that they may have been legally proven right, but the estate has
not really benefited from it, because a lot of money has run away as a result of this
argument. Then, you [as a supervisory judge] are thinking: ‘We could have solved
that differently.’ So, in the future you will say more quickly to these types of insolvency practitioners: ‘Come here and sit down with all these parties and let's have
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look whether I can ‘massage’ this dispute a little bit, because otherwise things will
only go wrong and it will be going to cost a lot of money’.” (Interview quote 1:3).
The degree of involvement in reaching an agreement, however, can also be less farreaching as in the previous examples. For example, supervisory judges only de-escalated
between the disputants in order to restore or to create constructive dialogue between them in
several instances. The process is then not directly aimed at achieving a substantive settlement
on the underlying dispute, as is the case in mediation, but only resolving difficulties in communication. The supervisory judge “de-escalates” a situation by forcing arrangements on
future communication, but (s)he is not involved with the ultimate settlement on the dispute
at hand.
“[…] Then I asked the parties whether they wanted to come to the courthouse
offices to discuss under my direction a number of problems and to make at least
agreements on future communication. They were very focused on keeping each
other busy, but not always with the most business-like motives. As soon as you see
that [as a supervisory judge], you have to discuss it [with the parties]. […] A number of workable agreements have been made. They adhere reasonably well. It looks
reasonable. They obviously have different interests, but now it is more about how
we can settle things instead of throwing mud around.” (Interview quotes 27:29
and 27:40).
Communication between disputants can be difficult because they have difficulties to
get along with each other. This may lead to an impasse in achieving a settlement:
“[…] it also played a role - and you see that a lot - that things are not going well on
a personal level. The communication did not go smoothly between the insolvency
practitioner and the representative of the bank – it clashed continuously. Then I
said that we should talk about this. I then sat down at the table, while the representative of the bank also brought [a third person] to the table. What you saw happening was that, because […] someone else was also joining [the conversation], a very
different conversation emerged. Since then, we were able to work it out quite
quickly. […] I am not sure whether my role has been decisive in finding a solution,
but at least the setting provided that these parties came out of the stalemate.”
(Interview quote 21:25).
“I see it a lot in [article] 2:248 [DCC] cases; it often happens that in an early stage
of the insolvency case, the insolvency practitioner thinks: ‘This crook [the director]
must hang,’ without having done a proper investigation or you name it. […]. Just in
the first minutes, hours, days of such an insolvency, things can go wrong between
the director and insolvency practitioner, causing to get their backs up. I think a
supervisory judge […] can do wonders in insolvencies, in which he has the impression that it is escalating, to have those parties come to visit him in the courthouse.
Then let them tell their story […]. There are a lot of supervisory judges who do
wonderful and good work in that by simply acting as an ‘oil man’ and thereby also
making a huge contribution to more efficient settlement of an insolvency case.”
(Interview quote 16:24).
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The supervisory judge thus applies soft skills to either achieve a substantive settlement on
the underlying dispute (mediation) or to prevent escalation by facilitating a conversation in
which difficulties that have led to an impasse are being addressed (de-escalation). As a result of
de-escalation, the insolvency practitioner and the other party may then achieve a substantive
agreement by themselves. Without such intervention by the supervisory judge, the conflict
might have escalated, which could have led to litigation.

4.1.3

|

Initiation of the de-escalation mechanism

A number of supervisory judges pointed out that they invite the parties for a meeting at the
courthouse offices if they observe a conflict or a potential conflict between the insolvency practitioner another third party.
“Here, as best practice, we have all embraced that we hold many and frequent discussions. So, if there are any bottlenecks or things are going in a difficult way, then
we quickly offer: ‘Come here to the office [at the courthouse] with the parties with
whom there is fuss and let's start talking about it’.” (Interview quote 1:20).
In view of the discretion they have to assume in order to exercise the role of de-escalator, it
remains unclear in which stage of the conflict they have to assume this role.
“You always try to mediate in conflicts. I think that is your task as a supervisory judge. You have to moderate when there is an argument. I think that the
average supervisory judge feels the same way. The question, however, is: ‘At
what time do you intervene?’ When the fight has already run high or when
you see the beginning of it? At the start of such conflict, you can suggest to
first look at it together before starting a big fight, because before you know it,
it will take a lot of hours, which is not in the interest of the creditors.”
(Interview quote 18:18).
One representative of a creditor reported an example in which the supervisory judge
exercised discretion even before a potential conflict arose.
“We have had it happen [i.e. a meeting with the supervisory judge] sometimes.
That was indeed a file in which both the Tax Authorities and the insolvency practitioner wanted to carry out [procedures] and then we actually had to coordinate
‘who does what?’ and ‘what information can we share with each other?’ and ‘how
are we going to proceed with this file?’ Then we had a conversation with the supervisory judge and who did indeed look like a kind of chairperson - like a kind of
coordinator - of ‘it seems good to me to start this step and then we will do this’ and
‘it is great if this information is shared.’ So, in this way we made a sort of a plan
together.” (Interview quote 17:6).
It has also been reported that the insolvency practitioner and the third party together
requested the supervisory judge to assume the de-escalation role.
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“So, they [the disputants] actually come to me […] and certainly if they have experienced it with me before: ‘Gosh, well, the last time we did it like this, couldn't we do
it again?’ That they know that I am willing to do it and that I also like to do it
[to de-escalate].” (Interview quote 13:23).
One supervisory judge also reported that an attorney, who acted on behalf of a third
party with whom an insolvency practitioner had a conflict, approached him with such a
request.
“[…] We once had an insolvency case in which an attorney came to us [the court]
on behalf of a party and he indicated that it was important to discuss a number of
points together with the insolvency practitioner and the supervisory judge. […]
Anyway, we did have such a conversation here and it was about a claim of the
insolvency practitioner against a public entity […].” (Interview quote 21:20).
Whether or not mediation-like practices are applied, and if so, how they are applied, is
entirely dependent on the discretion that the supervisory judge assumes during an
insolvency case.

4.2 | Challenges
The definition of mediation, as established in the introduction of this contribution, emphasizes
the neutrality of the mediator, which requires the supervisory judge – as mediator – to show
impartiality and independency in the processes of mediation. The way in which the supervisory
judge is positioned in relation to the insolvency practitioner, however, gives rise to a number of
challenges to his or her impartiality and independency in these processes. The interviewees
reported several examples in which these challenges were raised.
For instance, the impression may arise that the supervisory judge is not impartial when disputes arise between insolvency practitioners and third parties, but rather has the back of insolvency practitioners in such a way that there is no more room for additional viewpoints,
arguments or perspectives.
“This morning the tax authority called me. He is now working with insolvency
practitioner number three in a large insolvency case where real estate is sold far
too cheaply. There, the insolvency practitioner, who now had one of his employees
call, says that he is going to close the insolvency case due to the condition of the
estate. So, he did not feel like it [i.e. conducting activities] at all. So, the tax authority calls me in distress and says, ‘What should I do now?’ Then I said, ‘Give the
supervisory judge a call or otherwise I can call.’ But I am also curious how that will
turn out. Is that the supervisory judge who stands behind the insolvency practitioner and says: ‘Yes, the insolvency practitioner is already so busy, he has not
earned much money and so on.’ Or [am I saying this] […] because actually I think
that you as an insolvency practitioner should go all the way and certainly if, as in
the case I am now sketching out, money can probably still be collected from the
directors and so forth, then I think that you simply have the assignment to do that.”
(Interview quote 7:7).
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The impression of partiality can prevent a defendant to approach the supervisory judge to
inform him or her about possible misinformation by the insolvency practitioner over the dispute to which the defendant is a party.
“Sometimes an insolvency practitioner has been authorized to start litigation, while
I think: ‘[…] you did not tell the whole story [to the supervisory judge], because otherwise - in my opinion - you could never have received this authorization.’ […]. I
have also seen situations in which an insolvency practitioner, for example, litigated
against us and made really huge costs. At the time I thought: ‘Shouldn't I inform
the supervisory judge about what is going on [in this case]?,’ because it was costing
the estate a lot of money. The problem with this is that we were, of course, also a
party to the proceedings, so that would also prevent you from approaching the
supervisory judge, because I do not expect the supervisory judge to tell the insolvency practitioner […] that he is not allowed to start legal proceedings. I have the
impression that supervisory judges will not turn away from the insolvency practitioners quickly […] and in this case certainly [not], because we were the defendants. […]. However, I did not approach the supervisory judge because I have the
impression - certainly as a defendant - that the supervisory judge will certainly not
tell the insolvency practitioner that he must stop the legal proceedings. […] So, that
really is a situation in which the supervisory judge has already given its consent
[to start legal proceedings] and I don't expect they will revoke that consent.”
(Interview quotes 17:3 and 17:8).
Needless to say, the impression of partiality regarding the individual who is assuming the
mediation role is undesirable for the processes of mediation. The challenge of partiality consists
of the risk that the supervisory judge accepts the information (s)he obtains from the insolvency
practitioner for truth, while, in principle, (s)he does not allow room for discussions.
“In an insolvency case, we have had about seven meetings and that was not with
creditors. The insolvency practitioner must, of course, coordinate with his supervisory judge, because (s)he simply needs approval [e.g. to start litigation on behalf of
the estate]. In that respect it is not strange [to coordinate with the supervisory
judge], but at the moment that certain things are not going well… By the way, you
can see that the supervisory judge grows during a meeting, because he will then
take on the role of mediator: ‘I have heard the insolvency practitioner's story, so tell
me your story now.’ So, he both mediates and tries to find out what is actually
going on in that conflict. But in the beginning of an insolvency case, they accept
things from the insolvency practitioner very quickly as being plausible. They also
say at the beginning of such a meeting: ‘this is not a court hearing, so I'm not going
to have a discussion here.’ The fact that they bring it that way, I have problem with
that. That's a bottleneck.” (Interview quote 20:6).
The previous example is linked to the information asymmetry between the insolvency practitioner and the supervisory judge. In the interview study, more than 18 individuals reported
obstacles related to the information asymmetry. The Dutch system, in which the insolvency
practitioner operates very near to the insolvency estate while the supervisory judge is in principle limited to judicial supervision, entails that the latter is completely dependent on the former
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with respect to information supply. Respondents expressed, for example, that information
asymmetry may lead – and has led in certain instances – to approval to litigation on behalf of
the estate, whereas the approval would not have been given if the supervisory judge had the
same information as the insolvency practitioner.
“[…] for example, you gave permission to start legal proceedings while thinking: ‘I
have been sufficiently informed, so I don't need to have any more information,’ but
once the procedure is ongoing, it appears from the underlying documents that
things are a bit different. Then you think [as a supervisory judge]: ‘I should have
prevented that.’ […].” (Interview quote 1:3).
The information asymmetry is also detrimental to the independence of the supervisory
judge. Since the insolvency practitioner is de facto the only actor that provides the supervisory
judge with information, there is a risk that the information is possibly one-sided and the insolvency practitioner may strategically present the information to the supervisory judge. This may
lead to a loss of objectivity in a conflict.
“You know … the problem is if you work with the same people all the time … If
you ask a supervisory judge whether he independently assesses an insolvency practitioner, he will say ‘yes.’ The practice is of course a lot subtler than that. The supervisory judge himself does not have the information he needs, because who provides
him with that information? That is the insolvency practitioner. Of course, the creditors also give some information, but the one who gives the real information is the
insolvency practitioner. So, you already have a 1–0 deficit. In addition, you must
remember that you also have the ‘informal preliminary consultation’ with the
supervisory judge. That means that as an insolvency practitioner you first visit the
supervisory judge to tell him how it all works. Then you come as a creditor … Well,
talking about due process!” (Interview quote 22:19).
The information asymmetry is thus a potential challenge in the context of de-escalating
conflicts.

5 | C ON C L U S I ON
This contribution has addressed the knowledge gap regarding the way in which insolvency
courts operate when dealing with conflicts (actual or potential). Using empirical research,
rather than case law as the source of information, the findings revealed that supervisory judges
deploy de-escalation strategies or activities to resolve or prevent actual and potential conflicts
revolving around claims against the insolvency estate, conflicts over claims on behalf of the
estate and conflicts revolving around the management of the estate (Article 69 of the DBA).
Depending on the discretion exercised by the supervisory judge, the strategies are applied
either to achieve a substantive settlement on the underlying dispute or to create a constructive
environment to promote a substantive agreement between the insolvency practitioner and the
other party with whom the insolvency practitioner has a conflict. By applying these strategies,
supervisory judges prevented lengthy legal procedures between disputants, and, in doing so,
contributed to the efficiency of the winding-up and restructuring of an insolvency estate.
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Reportedly, both insolvency practitioners as well as the parties with whom the insolvency practitioners have had a conflict have welcomed this practice. Consequently, the speed and costeffectiveness of the winding-up and restructuring of cases are considerably enhanced in the
interviewees' perception when supervising insolvency courts deploy mediation-like strategies to
de-escalate actual and potential conflicts. These practices can be considered to be in line with
the ongoing pursuit of improving the general effectiveness of insolvency procedures, yet they
have received hardly any attention in the literature and policy documents. Given that the
national laws of several EU jurisdictions charge insolvency courts with supervisory tasks, more
attention to the deployment of mediation-like strategies by these courts seems warranted.
Nevertheless, supervising insolvency courts have to overcome various challenges when
deploying mediation-like strategies and activities. Conflict resolution presupposes neutrality of
the adjudicator, mediator, problem solver, and so forth, but the way in which supervisory
judges are positioned in relation to insolvency practitioners makes their ability to be a neutral
individual during mediation processes questionable. The non-judges participating in the empirical study linked these concerns to the information supply in insolvency cases. One important
distinction between supervisory judges and “ordinary” judges in civil and commercial cases is
the way in which they are informed about, for example, a dispute. Normally, there is a level
playing field for both parties to present information to the judge, and both parties know what
information the judge has been provided with. Such an equal position may help in ensuring
that the disputants have no doubt about the impartiality and independency of the judge that is
handling their case.
However, in the perception of the various parties interviewed, such equality is not found in
insolvency cases, at least not with respect to the supervisory judge, since the insolvency practitioner is in principle the first and foremost actor that provides the supervisory judge with information. The supervisory judge is therefore dependent on the insolvency practitioner to receive
information. Consequently, there is a risk that the information presented to the supervisory
judge about a conflict is one-sided and presented strategically by the insolvency practitioner.
Moreover, such information often concerns non-public information provided in informal (preliminary) consultations between the insolvency practitioner and the supervisory judge. In other
words, current information supply in insolvency cases may lead to a loss of objectivity in a conflict and may pave the way for partiality and dependency.
In view of the positive effects that these mediation-like practices reportedly have on the perceived efficiency of insolvency procedures, additional research that explores alternative and
appropriate methods of information supply in insolvency procedures is recommended. It may
be investigated whether other parties than the insolvency practitioner should have (more) frequent access to the supervisory judge, for example, through (informal) consultations at the
courthouse offices, or whether courts can access information through other means, for example,
through IT infrastructure and the use of Big Data analytics through the use of algorithms. To
find such alternative method is, however, no sinecure, since proposed changes should be compatible with the distance that is necessary for a supervisor and, furthermore, should be adequate
in preventing (the perception of) partiality and dependency of the supervisory judge.
As is the case with all empirical research, the study conducted has limitations. The number
of interviewees is a small sample of all insolvency practitioners out there. Although the information appeared saturated with additional interviews (i.e., no more new information with an
additional interview), it cannot be excluded that different perspectives or arguments would have
been found had more interviews been conducted. Furthermore, the empirical study focused on
Dutch insolvency practitioners, whose conduct is governed by Dutch insolvency law and the
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Dutch legal culture, which may provide different incentives than in other jurisdictions. Nevertheless, the mechanisms observed in this study are likely to hold under similar circumstances,
and therefore in different legal systems that are similar to the Dutch one. Countries may explore
and re-assess the role of the insolvency judge. The conducted study may assist in defining this
role and in having a better understanding of how an assigned role, or changing this role will
impact the practice of the winding-up or restructuring and the interaction between the insolvency judge and other actors.
The main contribution of this research is that it offers an original perspective on, and perhaps a new line of research into, the role of the insolvency judge. However, the research is the
first in its kind, and it is therefore important to properly explore the possible impact of changing
the role of insolvency judges prior to assigning a new role to them.
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